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Voting with Their Guns: An Integrated
Framework of How Police Politically
Administer Violence
Hernán Flom

Most analyses of the intersection of police, politics, and violence—which center on the police’s use of force as a means to control
subordinate classes, repress political dissidents, or confront non-state armed actors—conceptualize the police as an instrument of
political incumbents. In this paper, I problematize the relationship between the police and its political principals by focusing on how
police administer violence as a political response in compliance or defiance of political incumbents.While elected officials may enact
policy changes that restrain or incite police violence, police forces can either abide with or disregard these directives. Building on this
interaction of policy shifts and police responses, I develop a typology of four variants of police administration of violence:
peacekeeping, punishing, shirking, and sabotaging. I illustrate this typology with various examples from developed and developing
democracies.

T
he use of violence is integral to the relationship
between police and politics. Police are central to
theWeberian state’s fundamental mission of exercis-

ing the monopoly of legitimate coercion and constitute the
quintessential violent bureaucracy given the frequency of
their interactions with citizens (Weber 1978). Most social
science analyses on the relation between police, violence,
and politics have centered either on the police’s “control of
overtly political behavior” (i.e., high policing) or on
routine law enforcement and street-level order mainte-
nance (i.e., low policing) (Brodeur 1983; Bowling, Reiner
and Sheptycki 2019). While the former focuses on how
police suppress political or social dissidents or combat
major security threats such as terrorism or organized
crime, the latter depicts how police routinely discipline,
contain, coerce, and repress individuals, particularly those
of “race-class subjugated communities” (Soss and Weaver

2017). In this latter approach, “police decisions are polit-
ical in the sense that they influence, if not determine, the
impact of formal social controls and the allocation of
justice” (Brown 1981, 6). Both approaches assume that
police are an instrument of political incumbents, meting
out violence in accordance with politicians’ mandates.
However, police are not unproblematic agents of incum-
bents. They have their own incentives and preferences,
particularly when it comes to enforcing the law and
utilizing violence.
In this paper, I propose a novel, integrated perspective

of how police, politics and violence intersect, examining
how police administer violence as a political response to
democratically elected officials. I develop a typology of
the political administration of violence by police that
does not assume that the preferences of politicians and
police will necessarily align. In this typology, politicians
can either restrain or incite police violence through
various policy initiatives, while police can either comply
with or defy those mandates. Police can support incum-
bents—and even bolster their popularity—by enforcing
politicians’ tough-on-crime policies, or by implementing
crime prevention strategies that restrain the use of force.
Conversely, they can undermine an administration by
sabotaging politicians’ attempts to curb institutional
violence or by disregarding incumbents’ calls for aggres-
sive policing. In this sense, as citizens vote with their feet
and investors with their pocketbooks, police officers vote
with the tool most associated with their fundamental
function: their guns.1
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Recent research has shed light on police brutality in
developed and developing democracies alike (Fassin 2013;
González 2020; Zimring 2017).While multiple studies have
illuminated the various political, institutional, or structural
factors that fuel or constrain police brutality (Arriola et al.
2021; Brinks 2008; Sherman 2020), I show how police
violence relates both to political choices and the decision by
police to fulfill or disregard these mandates. I develop a
framework conceptualizing this interaction between police
and politicians, distinguishing between four types of police
administration of violence. I illustrate these types using
examples from both developed and developing countries.
This paper makes two main contributions. First, my

framework illustrates that, while police always embody “the
state on the streets” (Hinton 2006; Lake 2022), their
administration of violence does not always align with the
preferences of governing politicians—i.e., the elected and
appointed officials in the executive branch that oversee the
police.2 Thus, my framework highlights two scenarios
relatively under-examined by the literature. First that police
can utilize violence against political mandates; and second,
the rarer but plausible situation in which politicians incite
violence but police abstain from such mandates. Subse-
quently, this framework enhances existing bureaucratic
theories, especially principal-agent approaches, by recon-
ceptualizing the types of police responses to political direc-
tives (Brehm andGates 1999;Wilson 1968). It also lays the
ground for future hypothesis testing on the interactions
between politicians and police concerning the use of vio-
lence. In short, this paper problematizes the assumption
that police are always aligned with incumbent politicians to
recast what is political about police violence.
Second, my framework pools related yet often dis-

jointed literatures that tackle the politics of police violence
from different angles. These studies have focused either on
the application of violence in routine law enforcement,
order maintenance, and social control (low policing), or its
(initially) exceptional use when confronting non-stated
armed actors such as organized criminal groups and
repressing political dissent (high policing). My framework,
by contrast, develops an integrated theory of when and
how police resort to violence across these varied contexts,
providing a tool to comprehensively examine policing in
contemporary democracies.
In the next section, I review existing analyses on the

intersections of police violence and politics. The third
section develops my framework, outlining police and pol-
iticians’ respective incentives and decision sets. The com-
bination between policy shifts and their respective responses
by police generates four types of administration of violence:
peacekeeping, punishing, sabotaging, and shirking.The fourth
section illustrates these four types with examples from
developing and established democracies across multiple
regions, revealing this framework’s generalizability. The
final section proposes avenues for future research.

Police, Politics, and Violence

In the aftermath of the Third Wave of democratization
and post-conflict transitions, several studies interpreted
lingering police violence as a legacy of authoritarianism,
civil war, or colonial rule (Hinton and Newburn 2009;
Tankebe 2008), a symbol of democracy’s contradictions
(Caldeira and Holston 1999) or a token of the state’s
unequal enforcement of the rule of law (O’Donnell 1993).
Subsequent scholarship demonstrated that, while inimical
to democratic values, police violence is highly compatible
with democratic regimes (Arias and Goldstein 2010;
Brinks 2008; González 2020). In other words, authoritar-
ian policing exhibited democracy’s flaws and limitations,
but not necessarily a clash between police and democrat-
ically elected politicians.

My framework fits into the latter discussion that sees
police violence as compatible with democracy but expands
it by further problematizing the relation between police
and their political superiors. My approach blends
principal-agent theories of police bureaucracies with ana-
lyses of police violence, building on their theoretical and
empirical contributions while addressing some of
their gaps.

On the one hand, theories of bureaucratic discretion
grounded on principal-agent models suggest that top-
down control of street-level bureaucrats by elected offi-
cials is severely limited. Instead, they focus on the adverse
selection and moral hazard problems police supervisors
face in obtaining compliance from rank-and-file officers
and on the intrinsic motivations behind officers’ fulfil-
ment of agency goals (Brehm and Gates 1999; Lipsky
2010; Wilson 1989). This literature provides a key
conceptual background to my framework, as it distin-
guishes between the outcomes of police compliance and
defiance (sabotage and shirking). However, it overlooks
the different forms in which police compliance might
take place—i.e., by increasing or restricting the use of
force—as well as the divergent preferences between
police and politicians, the mechanisms by which govern-
ment officials can extract police compliance, and the
political motivations of police defiance, elements which
are central to my framework.3

On the other hand, many sociological, criminological,
and political science theories of police take its alignment
with governing officials for granted. Police are either the
instrument through which incumbents seek to repress
political opponents or maintain a given socioeconomic
order (Bittner 1970; Brodeur 1983; Soss and Weaver
2017). More concretely, studies of tough-on-crime policies
in both developed and developing democracies have shown
that politicians’ have sanctioned punitive policing to gain
an electoral advantage (Holland 2013), avoid blame for
high-profile crimes or being labeled soft-on-crime (Flom
and Post 2016; Gunderson 2022) or exploit media-driven
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social anxiety (Bonner 2019; Roberts et al. 2002). While
police have mostly followed through on incumbents’ puni-
tive mandates, that does not mean they always will.
Similarly, the literature on criminal violence also typi-

cally assumes police compliance with political incumbents
in meting violence against organized crime and non-state
armed actors. Increases in police violence hence result from
unconditional repression (Lessing 2017), police militariza-
tion (Flores-Macías and Zarkin 2021) or the (lack of)
coordination between authorities of different government
tiers (Dell 2015; Snyder and Durán-Martínez 2009; Trejo
and Ley 2020). However, these studies do not problema-
tize the extent to which police abide with government
mandates to adopt more or less bellicose responses to
organized crime (see Durán-Martínez 2017 as a partial
exception). Therefore, they omit that police may sabotage
incumbents by acting more aggressively than what politi-
cians demand, igniting spirals of violence with organized
criminal groups (OCGs) and undermining support for
governing officials.
The main exception to this pattern is the literature on

police and criminal justice reform. Political incumbents
have introduced reforms to bring police under the rule of
law, reduce its human rights violations, and increase citizen
confidence. Many studies have highlighted the various
forms of police resistance that have undermined reform
processes (see Arias and Ungar 2009; Cruz 2011; Eaton
2008; González 2020; 2023; Hinton and Newburn 2009;
Skogan 2008; and Tankebe 2010, among others). How-
ever, even this literature does not contemplate scenarios in
which police defy politicians’mandates not by ramping up
violence (i.e., sabotage) but by refraining from more
aggressive enforcement, i.e., shirking.
In sum, the most relevant literatures on police violence

do not sufficiently problematize the relationship between
police and government officials, assuming police compli-
ance with political mandates and overlooking different
police responses. By contrast, my framework underscores
the less examined scenarios of police administration of
violence in defiance of its political principals (sabotage and
shirking), providing a fuller picture of how police manage
violence to buttress or undermine incumbents, in other
words, to influence politics.
Additionally, my framework bridges various police vio-

lence literatures, which alternatively focus on routine or
exceptional use of force. While the former focuses on
tough-on-crime policies intended to combat “ordinary”
crime, the latter concentrates on state confrontations with
organized crime. However, this distinction is mostly arti-
ficial (see Lake 2022). For one, conventional crimes, such
as theft, extortion, and homicides, often supply illicit
markets or result from competition betweenOCGs.More-
over, the same police forces—except for some elite units—
usually respond to all these incidents. Even in developed
democracies, police tactics formerly reserved for major

security threats such as terrorism or serious organized crime
are increasingly applied to address “relatively mundane
neighborhood crime” (Bowling, Reiner and Sheptycki
2019, 15). Furthermore, these police forces are subject to
the same political principals. Thus, the policy decisions
that fuel or restrain police violence against organized
criminals probably also hold for its more ordinary inter-
ventions. This paper thus presents an integrated framework
that theorizes police compliance or defiance toward polit-
ical incumbents regarding the administration of multiple
types of violence.
This integrated framework can thus generate hypotheses

that address some empirical gaps in these literatures. For
instance, the fact that police militarization—defined as “a
combination of equipment, tactics, and culture developed
for theaters of war” applied by law enforcement
(Mummolo 2021, 1)—does not necessarily translate into
higher police lethality. Colombia and Perú, which possess
highly militarized national police forces, exhibit relatively
low lethal interventions compared with the rest of Latin
America. Similarly, while all Brazilian states have aMilitary
Police in charge of street patrol and crime repression, there
is significant subnational variation in their respective lethal-
ity rates.4 In other words, militarized police might behave
more or less violently depending on their incentives to
comply with incumbents’ demands for more proactive
enforcement. This framework could also complement
analyses of the relationship between security sector insti-
tutional designs and police violence. For example, while
Arriola and his co-authors argue that a more fragmented
police apparatus will increase violence due to lack of
coordination and information sharing between forces
(Arriola et al. 2021), police violence can vary over time as
well as within countries under identical institutional
designs. Consequently, we should also pay attention to
levels of police compliance with governing politicians in
those institutional settings.
In the following section, I outline a theoretical frame-

work that conceptualizes police administration of violence
as the outcome of strategic interactions between politicians
and police, whereby the former can either incite or restrain
violence, and the latter can either comply with or defy such
directives. Four different types of police responses emerge:
peacekeeping, punishing, sabotaging and shirking. Using
illustrations from multiple national and subnational cases,
I show how this typology constitutes a novel, integrated
approach to the politics of police violence and a new lens to
understand variation in this outcome.

An Integrated Theoretical Framework of
Police Politics and Violence

Defining Police and Violence
I treat the police as a unified actor. This includes street-
level police officers who constitute the bulk of the
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organization, are the ones most likely to encounter (and
engage in) violence, and “comprise the most visible face of
the state for many civilians” (Lake 2022, 858), as well as
the high-ranking officers who most frequently engage with
political superiors and make the first crucial choice to
abide or defy their mandate. While I recognize that police
commanders and rank-and-file have different incentives
and their own principal-agent problems (Brehm andGates
1999), I consider them as a singular actor in this simplified
framework to center on their general organizational incen-
tives to comply with or defy political incumbents. I will
describe how this assumption may be relaxed in the final
section.
This framework intentionally neglects officers whose

main duties involve criminal investigations—except when
they use torture when questioning a suspect (Ralph 2020)
—intelligence operations, and administrative tasks, such as
training, bookkeeping, technical support, and internal
oversight, since they are not as frequently put in positions
where they need to resort to violence. It also excludes other
agencies that carry out policing functions—such as the
military, customs, and border patrol—since these have
different institutional mandates, socialization processes,
and relations with politicians and the public. Finally, this
framework also sidelines non-state actors who, whether due
to state absence, forbearance, or complicity, maintain a
given social order within their communities through sur-
veillance and the threat of sanction, such as neighborhood
patrols, self-defense groups, vigilantes, and organized crim-
inal groups (Arias 2017; Bateson 2021; LeBas 2013;
Moncada 2021). While these actors can engage in
policing, being outside the state releases them from certain
requirements that are fundamental to the police as a
differentiated, specialized institution (Bowling, Reiner,
and Sheptycki 2019, 5–8). Unlike the police, they are
not “equipped, entitled and required to deal with every
exigency in which force may have to be used” (Bittner
2001, 299).
Violence is quintessential to police work. As Bittner

(1970) has stated, the potential to use violence, even if its
application is almost always unnecessary, “constitutes the
quotidian power of policing.” Similarly, Seigel claims that
the potential (use of) violence is the essence of [police]
power (2018, 9). The centrality of violence to policing
explains why politicians, democratic or authoritarian,
would be strongly interested in harnessing that potential,
whether to mitigate or exacerbate it. Where my framework
differs from these sociological analyses is that it problema-
tizes the role of police within the state, given the conflict it
might have with governing politicians. I also focus on a
narrower definition of police violence as the realm in which
these potential conflicts manifest.
I define police violence as the use of force by on- or off-

duty police officers that results in the death or injury of an
individual. While building on the World Health

Organization’s definition of violence,5 mine is more
restricted in three ways. First, it does not include the
threat to use force, which is less observable, frequently
unreported, and more likely to be (mis)construed by
officers as appropriate “warnings.” Second, I focus on
the direct physical effects on victims and thus exclude
potential manifestations of violence such as “psychological
harm, maldevelopment and deprivation,” because these
could arise from indirect as well as direct exposure to police
brutality, making it difficult to ascertain how many indi-
viduals should be considered victims of police violence.
Third, I focus on violence against individuals rather than
groups or communities. While individuals are often vic-
timized by police because of their real or perceived asso-
ciation with certain groups, this is not always apparent or
easy to corroborate. Furthermore, individuals can possess
multiple identities. In short, a police force is more violent
than another—or when compared with itself over time—if
its members resort to interventions involving bodily harm
against individuals more frequently and systematically.

This definition is agnostic to the purpose for which
police employ force and its legitimacy, which is usually
defined ex post and is highly contested. While this paper’s
empirical analysis mostly focuses on one form of police
violence, that is, lethal interventions by police officers,6 the
framework can also apply to other non-lethal forms, such
as non-fatal shootings, beatings, torture, and repression of
social protests.

The definition encompasses off-duty as well as on-duty
police officers. When off-duty officers apply violence,
whether they identify themselves as law enforcement
agents or act covertly, that use of violence is related to
their occupation. For instance, off-duty officers can kill
individuals when intervening to stop a robbery by using
their service weapon, which, in many countries, they can
carry home with them (Fyfe 1980). When intervening,
they will resort to the practices and techniques acquired
during their training and socialization. While off-duty
officers can perhaps more easily defy politically enacted
restrictions on the use of force because not being in
uniform weakens their supervision and increases their
impunity, off-duty police can also apply violence in com-
pliance with formal or informal political mandates. For
instance, off-duty police can form or join militias or death
squads that seek to wipe out presumed criminal elements,
which are often sanctioned, if not lauded, by politicians
(Cruz 2016). Consequently, in many cases a high share of
police killings are carried out by off-duty police officers,7

who are also killed at high rates.

Politicians Incite or Restrain Violence
This framework’s other protagonists are national and
subnational democratic politicians, that is, elected or
appointed government officials in the executive branch
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charged with supervising the police, who can either incite
or restrain police violence. Examples of these politicians
are presidents or prime ministers, governors, mayors, and
their respective secretaries or ministers of security, justice,
the interior, or defense, depending on the police’s position
in the government structure. Even in contexts where
politicians have limited operational control over the
police, they can still designate authorities, approve their
budget, enact criminal and procedural codes, and outline
strategic security goals, all of which can shape police
behavior.
Politicians typically respond to (and subsequently shape)

citizens’ insecurity concerns by expanding or reducing
police discretion to use force, inciting or cracking down
on police extralegal violence, and tolerating or combating
police participation in non-state armed criminal groups
(Cruz 2016). Certainly, citizen interactions with police can
affect how the latter carry out their jobs. However, in this
two-actor model, citizens only play an indirect role in
shaping security policies, as they can influence politicians’
decisions through electoral choices, public opinion polls,
lobbying, or protests.
Two clarifications are in order regarding this frame-

work’s scope conditions. First, I center on politicians in
democratic regimes, who, in principle, face stronger con-
straints in their resort to police violence, whether from
political opponents, the press, the judiciary, civil society
organizations, or the broader public. On average, democ-
ratization improves respect for human rights and decreases
state repression (Davenport and Armstrong 2004),
although this does not negate the presence of authoritarian
policing in formally democratic contexts (González 2020).
I also focus on democratic settings because clashes between
politicians and police over the application of violence are
likely more frequent than in authoritarian regimes, where
police might have stronger incentives to comply with
incumbents, as defiance can result in imprisonment,
torture, or even death.
Second, this framework applies to democracies with

varying levels of insecurity and violence.While factors such
as homicide levels and the power of organized criminal
groups surely influence the design and enforcement of
policing strategies, similar policies to incite or restrain
police violence have been implemented in myriad contexts
irrespective of these indicators. The reproduction of
broken-windows policing, on the one hand, and commu-
nity policing, on the other, both originated in the United
States and exported to generally more violent Latin Amer-
ican countries, constitute but two examples. More gener-
ally, security policies are not intrinsically related to levels of
violent crime.
Policy shifts: Changes in police power. This paper focuses

on policy changes that have the potential to alter the
police’s core functions, internal procedures, and account-
ability, subsequently modifying police discretion and its

relative power over citizens and vis-à-vis politicians. These
shifts occur as politicians become more involved in deter-
mining the criteria by which police will recruit, train,
equip, promote, and punish officers, as well as in deciding
what the police will do and how they will do it. I focus on
politicians’ attempts to modify regulations that affect the
police’s propensity to use force, which requires an inten-
tion to alter the status quo. When there is no attempt to
change policy, I consider politicians as tolerating existing
levels of police violence. Governing politicians may issue
symbolic gestures to condemn an act of police violence, or
to demand greater discretion for police to control crime.
However, these actions will not be considered unless
accompanied by concrete attempts to modify police
functions, accountability mechanisms, or procedural
guidelines.
Politicians can change police functions by altering the

range of situations in which police should intervene and
the guidelines by which those interventions should occur.
For instance, politicians can determine that multi-
disciplinary crisis intervention teams instead of police
officers will resolve incidents involving homeless individ-
uals, persons under the effects of psychotropic substances,
or persons withmental illnesses (Taheri 2016). Contrarily,
they might decide that the police should be the first (and
perhaps the only) agency responding to these situations
(Stuart 2016). Politicians may also militarize their police, a
shift that includes acquiring military equipment, such as
automatic weapons, Kevlar vests, or armored vehicles, as
well as changing police doctrine, tactics, training and the
like. Militarization usually incites police violence, as it
projects a “signal from the state that violence is an accept-
able means of public control” (Stavro and Welch 2023, 2)
and instills officers with a warrior mentality (Mummolo
2018a). Politicians can also informally tolerate or mandate
that police abstain from repressing several crimes, from
squatting to drug dealing, whether to use their resources
more efficiently or to capture rents from these activities
(Holland 2017; Flom 2022). Finally, politicians can also
alter the broader criminal justice system in which police
operate by changing penal or penal procedural codes. They
may designate new activities as crimes or decriminalize
existing offenses and either expand or limit police pre-
rogatives to arrest, interrogate, and hold suspects in cus-
tody (Hausman and Kronick 2021; Magaloni and
Rodriguez 2020).
Politicians can also enact policies that affect the police’s

internal procedures, such as recruitment, training, promo-
tion, and discipline. These are crucial processes that mold
police culture and behavior. Politicians can distance them-
selves from these procedural decisions, including those in
relation to the use of force, which police have often used to
expand their discretion and shield abusive officers. By
contrast, political interventions can, in principle, align
police procedures with democratic criteria, for instance,
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by ensuring diversity in recruitment and promotion. Of
course, political proactiveness can also condone more
aggressive law enforcement, such as when politicians
promote officers with controversial human rights records.
Finally, politicians can also establish (or eliminate)

oversight bodies—such as internal affairs units, auditing
offices, ombudspersons, or judicial courts—to monitor
police behavior. When adequately equipped, these over-
sight institutions can have a significant impact in reducing
the frequency of human rights violations by the police
(Hu and Conrad 2020). However, not all monitoring
mechanisms are equally effective. Body-worn cameras that
record police interactions with citizens have not reduced
the frequency of police use of force (Lum et al. 2020),
despite this being one of their primary objectives. Citizen
security forums, while theoretically aligned with demo-
cratic values, can reinforce exclusionary stereotypes,
unequal social relations, and violent policing practices
(González andMayka 2023). In short, the aforementioned
policy shifts can serve to either restrain or incite police
violence, depending on how they are implemented, and
the extent to which police comply with them.
Politicians’ incentives. Politicians have multiple incen-

tives to enact these various policy shifts. Adopting tough-
on-crime positions can deploy a valence issue that attracts
various constituencies or helps politicians avoid blame for
high-profile crimes (Flom and Post 2016; Holland 2013;
Roberts et al. 2002). Easing regulations on the use of force
could also gain politicians the trust and support of police
officers who cherish greater discretion to deal with crim-
inals or suspects. Officers (and their families) might then
rally in support of such politicians come election time
(Papanicolaou and Papageorgiou 2016). In some coun-
tries, politicians might also enact these changes in search
of, or retribution for, contributions from police unions to
their campaigns (Zoorob 2019).
Nonetheless, inciting police violence can also be costly

for political incumbents. Given police officers’ often
subpar preparation, the stressful situations they routinely
encounter, and the inevitable agency costs involved in
monitoring them, incidents involving “unjustifiable”
police violence are highly probable. Civil society organi-
zations, rival politicians, and the media can blame incum-
bents for these incidents, especially when these are
perceived as “disproportionate” relative to the risk posed
by the victim or harm “innocent bystanders.” Subse-
quently, politicians may face street protests, media
probes, legislative inquiries, and even judicial investiga-
tions impugning their expansion of police discretion.
González has shown how police scandals can unify
typically fragmented societal views on policing and ignite
reform (González 2020). Furthermore, police brutality
can spark violent responses from criminal actors, under-
mining citizen safety and withering the incumbent’s
approval.

Restraining police violence is not without costs, either.
It requires implementing various policies that increase
political supervision of police activities, which demand
significant fiscal costs, require trained professionals, and
sour police since they reduce its autonomy. Implementa-
tion is thus costly and imperfect. Political mandates may
be acquiesced by the leadership but then ignored by street-
level officers. Reformist politicians have often also faced
more aggressive opposition by police, including work
stoppages, authorizations to underworld acolytes to com-
mit crimes, and personal threats. Police have even mur-
dered prosecutors and security officials investigating their
complicity with organized crime (Cruz 2016, 375). More-
over, public opinion may still criticize incumbents for
lingering incidents of police violence or demand more
aggressive policing if violent crimes are perceived to
increase.

Finally, politicians can also benefit from restraining
police violence. Police abuse of force most often targets
the poor as well as racial, ethnic, and religious minorities,
who may be a key constituency of most politicians—not
just center-left progressives. As Wilkinson has shown,
Indian politicians are more likely to mandate that police
protect Muslimminorities from violence byHindumajor-
ities when they face more competitive elections or when
these minorities are part of their constituency or that of
their coalition partners (Wilkinson 2006). Finally,
restraining police violence could increase police legitimacy
by expanding citizen cooperation with police and increas-
ing its effectiveness (Mazerolle et al. 2013), which can
benefit the incumbent by enhancing citizen safety.

Police Comply with or Defy the Incumbent
Police are not unproblematic agents of elected politicians.
This judgment does not just apply to rank-and-file officers,
who as “street-level bureaucrats” have great discretion to
deal with the situations they encounter (Lipsky 2010).
Higher-ranking officers can also deviate significantly from
politicians’ mandates.

The general incentive for police, especially high-ranking
officers, to comply with politicians’ preferences is straight-
forward: it can make or break their careers and affect their
organization’s budget, consequently influencing their sub-
ordinates’ loyalty. In contexts where politicians can decide
or influence police promotions, transfers, or removals,
especially where such decisions are typically arbitrary and
obscure, it certainly helps officers’ careers to have political
support—or at least not to have stepped on any major
politician’s toes. Moreover, politicians can sign off on
police budgets, and while the margin to cut police salaries
or pensions is likely low, they can impose hiring freezes, cut
overtime pay, or slash funds earmarked for upgraded
technology, equipment, or infrastructure. Finally, in
weakly institutionalized contexts, where police—and
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sometimes politicians—partake in illicit enterprises, poli-
ticians can offer judicial immunity to police in return for a
cut of the rents they extract from crime or the operations
they carry out against political opponents (Faull 2007;
Flom 2022; Verma 1999).
Given this incentive structure, why and how would

police defy politicians and deviate from their mandates?
Police may defy incumbents when they perceive that
political subservience would harm their individual career
trajectory or organizational well-being, whether in terms
of material interests, social prestige, or corporate cohesion
(Pion-Berlin and Trinkunas 2010). For instance, police
can perceive increased political supervision as interfering
with their capacity to collect rents from criminal activities,
which can be a substantial share of their informal budget.
Alternatively, police may interpret the standard goals of
punitive policies, such as more arrests, seizures, or clear-
ance rates, as impinging on the flexibility they require to
regulate crime (Muir 1979, 10). They may also perceive
that punitive policies undermine their social legitimacy
and reduce citizens’ willingness to cooperate with them,
which is fundamental to solve crimes (Denny et al. 2022).
Finally, police commanders may worry that political man-
dates, either inciting or restraining violence, will spark
dissatisfaction or dissent amongst their subordinates, thus
reducing the organization’s cohesion.
When police do not view political mandates as legiti-

mate, they can resist in multiple ways. When politicians
incite violence, police can drag their feet, pretending to
follow instructions while effectively ignoring them, thus
undermining the administration and waiting for a politi-
cian more favorable to their interests to come to power
(shirking). Alternatively, when politicians seek to restrain
violence, police may control crime more aggressively than
mandated, whether by engaging in more discretionary
stops, searches, and seizures—which are more likely to
result in human rights abuses—or by confronting with
non-state armed actors (sabotage). In short, while both
shirking and sabotage challenge politicians’ authority, they
involve different actions by the police.
Shirking and sabotaging might be more convenient for

police than protesting, which requires greater collective
action and produces identifiable ringleaders. Additionally,

the informational advantage that police agents have over
their political principals makes shirking and sabotaging
more appealing. Negative outputs of police work such as
homicides or police brutality can be masked as unavoid-
able amid confrontations with criminals, or concealed
altogether, such as when victims are disappeared. In this
sense, my typology sheds light on two understudied
scenarios of police defiance against politicians: when they
disobey mandates to restrain violence (sabotage) and the
less likely but still plausible scenario, where police defy
incumbent mandates of punitive policing (shirking).
Table 1 shows how the interaction between political
decisions and police responses yields four different types
of police strategies to administer violence, in other words,
to use violence for political purposes.
I label these four types of police administration of

violence as 1) peacekeeping, 2) punishing, 3) sabotaging,
and 4) shirking. If these outcomes were understood as
equilibria, compliance scenarios should be more stable
than defiance scenarios. When police comply with politi-
cians, external factors such as societal mobilization against
police violence or electoral turnover are necessary for
government officials to modify security policies and, sub-
sequently, for police to reevaluate their compliance.Mean-
while, under the police defiance scenarios, conflict should
not persist for long. Either politicians will prevail and force
police compliance by removing the leadership, changing
statutes, and modifying strategies or tactics, or the police
will prevail, and politicians will have to modify their initial
position, such as by changing cabinet officials, or, more
rarely, resigning from office. It is beyond the scope of this
paper to analyze the factors that cause political mandates or
police compliance (or lack thereof). However, I will
address some potential explanations, as well as permuta-
tions of this strategic interaction, in the final section.

Types of Police Administration of
Violence
I illustrate this typology using examples of national and
subnational governments from formally democratic
regimes across developed and developing countries. I use
quantitative and qualitative evidence to analyze the extent
to which different cases approximate each of these types.

Table 1
Police administration of violence: types and empirical predictions

Politicians

Police

Comply Defy

Restrain Peacekeeping
Decrease in police violence

Sabotaging
Increase in police violence

Incite Punishing
Increase in police violence

Shirking
Decrease/no change in police violence

Source: Author’s elaboration.
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To classify the cases, I rely on government statistics on
police violence—particularly, incidents of lethal force—as
well as reports from government offices, human rights
organizations, and existing literature. I also draw on
interviews with police and politicians conducted between
2012 and 2015 in Buenos Aires and Santa Fe (Argentina)
and Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo (Brazil). The emphasis
on Argentina and Brazil is significant because they often
display similar types, despite significant variation in their
respective criminal (and police) violence, strength of orga-
nized crime, and underlying socio-economic factors,
which suggests the relatively low relevance of these vari-
ables in shaping security policies and police compliance.
These patterns of police administration of violence occur
in various other developing and established democracies,
with both high and low levels of insecurity, demonstrating
the generalizability of this framework. I use the data to
map out a) the most relevant policy decisions concerning
police use of force – thus classifying politicians as seeking
to restrain or incite these practices; b) the level of police
violence, particularly lethal interventions, that follows
policy decisions; and c) whether such violence follows or
defies government mandates.
This section does not seek to formulate a causal argu-

ment, but to demonstrate the utility of this typology in
covering police violence as a political response and, sub-
sequently, as a factor influencing—and influenced by—
the power dynamic between police and politicians. While
most police departments exhibit features of multiple types,
the typology is still useful in that several relevant cases can
be found at (or near) each extreme type.

Peacekeeping (Preventive Policing)
The first type, peacekeeping, covers contexts in which
police comply with politicians’ mandates to restrain the
use of force. In this type, politicians instruct police to avoid
continuous confrontation with criminal actors and forgo,
or at least limit, aggressive crime control strategies. To this
end, politicians may reduce the scope of situations
addressed through forceful tactics, establish de-escalation
procedures as the norm for police interactions with citi-
zens, deploy police strategically to minimize confronta-
tions with criminal actors, and promote organizational
changes to strengthen relations between police and the
community. If the police comply with these policies, one
would expect a decrease in the deaths and injuries caused
by police as well as in the number of police raids, arrests,
and deployment of tactical units.
One of the foremost examples of peacekeeping is the

Pacification Police Units (UPP in Portuguese) program
carried out in the state of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, which
features one of the most violent police forces in the world.
This program was most successful between 2008 and
2013, before succumbing to the state’s political and fiscal

crises. With newly incorporated police trained in human
rights and de-escalation settling permanently in various
favelas, the state government managed to decrease homi-
cide rates but accomplished an even greater reduction in
police lethal interventions. Police, while initially resistant,
complied with the government’s policy shifts, unlike in
other moments in Rio’s history. The partisan alignment
between the state, local, and federal government8 ensured
political and financial support for this program, thus
decreasing motivation for police resistance. As one police
commander told me, “If the governor decides he wants to
put all the police in the UPP, what can the commander do?
He has to obey, otherwise he’s out.”9 At the same time, the
fact that new recruits were ushered in directly from the
academy to the UPPs meant that they would not—in
theory—be tarred by the shady practices of veteran offi-
cers. The program had amassive impact.Magaloni and her
coauthors (2020) estimate than police killings fell by 40%
in neighborhoods where UPPs were installed. Throughout
the state, police killings decreased from 1330 in 2007 to
400 in 2013. During this period, largely due to the
perceived effectiveness of the UPP, the governing
party (the PMDB) won three consecutive gubernatorial
elections.

Rio offers another effective, albeit more limited,
instance where governments successfully restrained police
violence. In 2020, the state government enforced a man-
date by the Brazilian SupremeCourt that suspended police
raids into favelas after a fourteen-year-old was killed by the
police. Trudeau (2022) reveals that, in the five months
after the order was enacted, police lethal interventions
decreased by more than 60%. Similarly, in the United
States, Mummolo (2018b) reports that police largely
complied with changes in protocols for stopping, ques-
tioning, and frisking criminal suspects, aimed at decreas-
ing police arbitrary stops which predominantly targeted
individuals from racial and ethnic minorities. Several other
transitional democracies, including Georgia (Light 2014),
Nicaragua (Cruz 2011), and South Africa (Altbeker
2009), successfully reformed their police’s organizational
structure and operating procedures, and managed to—at
least temporarily—reduce police lethality and human
rights abuses. Whether through criminal justice or police
reforms that restrict police’s use of torture during interro-
gation (Magaloni and Rodriguez 2020), changes in polic-
ing strategies—such as in Rio’s Pacification program—or
temporary suspensions of aggressive tactics, governments
can effectively extract police compliance and restrain its
violence, even where it was previously rampant.

Punishing (Punitive Policing)
Punitive policing, often referred to as tough-on-crime,
“mano dura,” or law-and-order policies, involves politi-
cians inciting police violence by granting the police more
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discretion to use force, and police complying with such
directives. In this scenario, politicians may change the
criminal justice code or departmental regulations to ease
restrictions on police brutality, while also using the bully
pulpit to rouse aggressive police behavior. Punitive polic-
ing usually results in higher arrest and incarceration rates,
as well as increased reports of torture, beatings, and lethal
interventions, without decreasing criminal violence or
increasing police legitimacy (Braga and Kennedy 2020).
Punitive policing was a recurring security policy in Rio

de Janeiro before the advent of the previously described
Pacification program. In the mid-1990s, Rio’s governor,
Marcello Alencar, instituted a system known as “Faroeste”
(Far West), which rewarded officers who engaged in more
“courageous” actions—including the use of lethal force—
with bonuses and promotions. As a former Military Police
captain told me, “[Faroeste] rewarded the police force’s
repressive actions: seizures, arrests, and confrontations,
even if they resulted in the death of the criminal; it
increased police salaries. That really mobilized the military
police apparatus, where the value of promotions is huge.”10

This policy shift led to an immediate surge in state
violence: police killings in Rio increased by 63% the first
year Faroeste was in place, as officers complied with the
government’s incitement to use (lethal) force (Cano
1997).
Politicians from other countries have enacted similar

policy shifts, adopting the rhetoric of zero tolerance polic-
ing.When running for the governorship in the province of
Buenos Aires, Peronist politician Carlos Ruckauf cam-
paigned (and won) on a security platform that promised to
“put bullets into criminals” (López Echagüe 2000). Once
in office, he reversed the criminal justice reforms intro-
duced by his predecessor and granted police more discre-
tion to detain, interrogate, and use force against suspects.
Reports of police beatings, torture, and killings increased
dramatically during his tenure. Many other developing
and established democracies have also resorted to punitive
policies, expanding criminalization and police discretion,
leading to mass incarceration and more casualties of police
violence (Bonner 2019; Newburn 2007; Roberts et al.
2002).
Punitive policing is still pervasive across the world. The

most extreme contemporary examples are El Salvador
under President Nayib Bukele (2019–present) and the
Philippines under former president Rodrigo Duterte
(2016–2022). In El Salvador, Bukele has tested the
boundaries of democracy by declaring a state of exception
and suspending various constitutional rights. He has
authorized police to lash out against presumed gang
members, instituting daily arrest quotas (Renteria 2022),
and filling up prisons with detainees, many of whom are
still awaiting trial (Phillips 2022).11 Police compliance has,
in this case, proven highly convenient to Bukele, whose
popularity sits above a whopping 80% (Galdamez 2022).

This paradigm is not new in El Salvador as in the 1990s,
Nationalist Republican Alliance (ARENA in Spanish)
politicians expanded the definition of “gang membership”
and deployed mass detentions and incarcerations to har-
ness electoral support (Holland 2013; Wolf 2017).
Meanwhile, in the Philippines, former president

Rodrigo Duterte unleashed a no-holds-barred war on
drugs since taking office in June 2016. On the eve of his
electoral victory, he announced: “You drug pushers,
holdup men, and do-nothings, you better get out because
I’ll kill you” (Baldwin and Marshall 2017). He appointed
an officer from his hometown of Davao as the head of the
national police and “gave him free rein to roll out Davao’s
crime fighting model across the Philippines” (Bouckaert
2017). Duterte’s war on drugs has led tomore than 12,000
killings to date, of which at least 2,555 are attributed to the
national police (Jensen and Hapal 2018). Like Bukele,
Duterte was not the first to adopt this approach in his
country but took it to an unprecedented scale.

Sabotaging (Active Police Defiance)
Most of the literature on police violence has focused on the
previous two types—peacekeeping and punishing—
assuming police compliance with governing officials. By
contrast, the typology introduced in this paper expands
our understanding of police violence as a political response
by also exploring how police may administer it in defiance
of political incumbents, whether through sabotaging or
shirking.
Sabotaging implies that politicians seek to restrain police

violence, but police disobey this directive. In this case,
politicians enact restrictive measures, while police officers,
whether at the instigation of their commanders or due to
internal revolt, adopt unsanctioned aggressive behaviors.
This police strategy sabotages politicians’ objectives not
just because it deviates from the mandate of those who—
unlike police—have electoral legitimacy, but also because
it increases levels of state—and potentially criminal—
violence in the incumbent’s district, sparking discontent
from civil society, the media, and rival politicians, and
undermining the incumbent’s support. In other words,
police sabotage produces a “negative output” regarding the
government’s purported goal of decreasing violence and
ensuring security (Brehm and Gates 1999). Police sabo-
tage might also compel politicians to remove appointed
security officials, reverse their policy course, or even resign
their position. In short, this type of administration of
violence involves the police actively defying political orders
and ramping up violence against civilians (or even
politicians themselves) to undermine or destabilize the
incumbent.
Sabotage was a frequent reaction by police to the myriad

reform attempts promoted by politicians in transitional
democracies during the 1980s and 1990s, as they sought
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to cleanse departments from the violent and corrupt
reputation they had (appropriately) gained during the
preceding dictatorships. Reformist politicians often
encountered active resistance from the police when they
attempted to restrain its use of lethal force. In Rio de
Janeiro, populist governor Leonel Brizola (1982–1986)
attempted to democratize the state’s Military Police by
prioritizing the protection of human rights, changing
training modules, and restricting police operations in
marginalized neighborhoods. Subsequently, he endured
not just police protests but also a flurry of police killings
and acts of criminal violence authorized by police to
undercut his effort (Hollanda 2005; McCann 2014).
The ensuing violence sapped Brizola’s popularity and
aided the election of his rival, Wellington Moreira Franco,
who reversed his predecessor’s security policies and
expanded police discretion to raid favelas and apply lethal
force (Arias 2017, 67). The governor of neighboring São
Paulo, Franco Montoro (1982–1986), faced similar sab-
otage ploys from the Civil and Military Police to derail his
reform efforts in the early 1980s (Caldeira 2000; González
2020; Mingardi 1992).
Meanwhile, in Argentina, the police of the province of

Buenos Aires carried out similarly destabilizing maneuvers
against reformist politicians in the late 1990s and early
2000s. In response to government interventions, which
included widespread police purges, crackdowns on police
rackets, and greater political supervision, police threatened
politicians, enabled their underworld associates to commit
violent crimes, and increased use of deadly force against
alleged criminals (Saín 2004; 2008). Their strategy seemed
to work as, between 1996 and 2004, Buenos Aires’ three
governors shuffled fourteen security ministers, some of
whom remained in office for only a few months and most
of whom left due to police resistance to their authority.
A former security minister described the police’s intimi-
datory practices following the onset of reform at length:

I faced great opposition, with tons of criticisms in the sense of
underground stuff. I was public enemy number one. When the
police chief left, they had a dinner in which they placed a doll
with my face at the end of the table and urinated on it. We had to
raid police stations to sequester documents, with police we
trusted. How did that end: with threats, phone calls … I had
moved and three days later the front of my house was shot. It was
a threat because they knew I wasn’t there. They took pictures of
one of my kids.12

Similarly, in the neighboring Argentine province of
Santa Fe, various security officials of two Socialist admin-
istrations (2008–2016) recounted the pressures and intim-
idation they faced during their attempts to reform the
police. One former security minister told me that he found
notes in his desk that said, “Get out, usurper,” was
constantly followed, and stopped going to the cafeteria
for fear that police had poisoned his food.13 He resigned
after suffering a near heart attack. Another former minister

described the police’s intimidatory capacity quite graphi-
cally: “Hitting these guys in the head requires a big dick.
The police know everything about you.”14 The failure of
their intended reforms, in large part due to police resis-
tance, did not directly increase police violence, but enabled
the proliferation of drug trafficking rackets with police
complicity, which contributed to a doubling of homicide
rates in the province between 2008 and 2013 that under-
mined the government’s popularity.

Many other cases of police reforms succumbing to
violent police resistance have been documented. Tankebe
has argued that some African police forces have used
violence in defiance of the incumbent to enhance their
own legitimacy among the population (Tankebe 2010).
Cruz has shown that police in Honduras have even
murdered prosecutors and political officials who were
investigating their corrupt practices (Cruz 2016).

The police’s unsanctioned use of violence, whether
directed against citizens or politicians themselves, sends a
clear political signal of the extent to which the force will
tolerate changes that threaten its interests and power,
including its rent extraction from criminal enterprises.
While perhaps less frequent than non-violent resistance,
it is a recurring strategy used by police to oppose, under-
mine, and even destabilize the political principals they
supposedly serve.

Shirking (Passive Police Defiance)
Finally, police can deviate from politicians’ mandates by
not abiding with incumbents’ orders to carry out more
aggressive enforcement. I refer to this strategy as shirking or
passive police defiance. In this scenario, police commanders
might prefer to maintain their institutional legitimacy and
protect their officers’ physical integrity rather than follow
controversial political mandates. While politicians may
incite police violence through policies and discourse,
police can exploit informational asymmetries or policy
ambiguities to avoid or minimize confrontation with
organized criminal actors, aggressive crime control, or
brutal repression of social protests (Brehm and Gates
1999; Pion-Berlin and Trinkunas 2010, 396). While
politicians might turn a blind eye toward police defiance
if police are able to maintain acceptable levels of social
order, this equilibriummight not endure if police passivity
leads to dramatic increases in violent crime. In such cases,
politicians are likely to change police authorities
and modify institutional incentives to seek greater police
compliance.

This response is the rarest for multiple reasons. Police
officers often self-select into an occupation that involves
the exercise of violence (Dharmapala, Garoupa, andMcA-
dams 2016). Therefore, they are more likely to align with
(and obey) politicians who espouse punitive policies.
Furthermore, politicians might try to conceal situations
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where police officers question their authority. They might,
therefore, reframe their directives to police commanders or
shift their public stance.
A highly controversial episode involving police violence

in Argentina illustrates the dynamics of police shirking. In
2018, center-right president MauricioMacri (2016-2019)
and his security minister Patricia Bullrich publicly con-
gratulated a police officer who had shot and killed a fleeing
criminal while off-duty. Bullrich subsequently expanded
the federal security forces’ authorization to use firearms,
further legitimating this officer’s actions—and signaling
greater tolerance of aggressive enforcement to other offi-
cers.15 This was not the first time that the administration
had sided with security forces amid allegations of human
rights violations or expressed support for a tougher stance
on crime.16 Nonetheless, according to the human rights
organization Center for Legal and Social Studies (CELS),
police killings in Greater Buenos Aires—which is under
jurisdiction of the Federal security forces as well as the
police of the province and the city of Buenos Aires, all of
which were governed by members of Macri’s center-right
party—decreased by 21% from 116 in 2018 to 91 in
2019, whereas they had been stable the previous two years
(117 and 107, respectively) (Centro de Estudios Legales y
Sociales 2023). There was also a 25% drop in the number
of police killed that same year (from 31 to 23), which
could indicate that officers were evading riskier encoun-
ters. The fact that Macri’s administration was in its final
year and declining in popular support due to the growing
economic crisis could be an explanation for this police
response.
Police shirking in law enforcement can also be observed

in how some forces respond to social protests. While these
demonstrations frequently break the law, police will often
take an arm’s length approach or use “velvet gloves” rather
than “iron fists” to handle these events, thus avoiding
confrontations with activists and potential repercussions
for themselves (Earl 2011). In this vein, Bolkvadze and
Lindvall show that police in London and Paris have
frequently chosen to manage or stand back from protests
rather than repress them. For instance, during the 2011
London riots following the murder of a British man of
African-Caribbean descent, police refrained from repres-
sion partly because they were “worried about accountabil-
ity should they act improperly in the lens of the media”
(Briggs 2012, 388–89, quoted in Bolkvadze and Lindvall
2022, 27). While the government may initially be sup-
portive of tougher enforcement, police might not trust
that the government will uphold that stance in the face of
media scrutiny. They might also fear that they will be
investigated and disciplined by the political opposition or
the courts, regardless of the incumbents’ support.17

In some cases, police shirking can also prove destabiliz-
ing toward administrations. When former Bolivian pres-
ident Evo Morales ordered police forces to repress protests

against his controversial victory in the 2019 elections, the
police not only refused to follow this mandate but ulti-
mately joined the protesters against the government
(Collyns 2019). This institutional refusal paved the way
for Morales’ undemocratic ousting from office. Former
Peruvian President Pedro Castillo experienced a similar
fate when he tried to impose a self-coup in late 2022
(Buschschluter 2022). Although there is no counterfac-
tual, one can assume that the costs of police repression, not
just in terms of lives lost but also of political legitimacy,
would have been substantial, perhaps also leading to the
president’s early exit from office.
Despite the punitive mandates of executive politicians,

officers’ self-selection toward violent occupations, and the
level of conflict and risk they encounter, police forces have
repeatedly deviated from carrying out politicians’ calls for
greater violence. Like the military, which can opt to not
repress civilian uprisings, defying politicians’ orders—and
thus seriously undermining their power—police can also
challenge mandates of aggressive enforcement when they
perceive them to conflict with their individual or collective
interests.

Avenues for Further Research
This paper has developed a typology that illustrates how
police use violence politically. This typology is premised
on the fact that politicians can incite or restrain police
violence and police can either comply with or defy these
mandates. The resulting police responses (peacekeeping,
punishing, sabotaging, and shirking) can boost or under-
mine the popularity of elected officials, aiding their reelec-
tion prospects or forcing them to alter their policy course.
In other words, police can administer violence as a tool to
influence political processes and outcomes. To conclude,
I outline potential theoretical extensions and empirical
applications of this framework.
One first line of future research could involve identify-

ing the factors that lead to each scenario in the typology. In
other words, what causes police to abide with or defy
politicians’ mandates to restrain or incite violence? This
line of research could focus on factors such as institutional
fragmentation, political competition, or police cohesion.
First, scholars could explore whether police compliance is
more or less likely in centralized or decentralized institu-
tional contexts and examine this interaction as a multi-
level game, where politicians in one government tier have
the option to rely, at least temporarily, on another security
provider, such as federal forces, if their own police rebel.
Second, researchers could examine if politicians are more
or less capable of controlling police use of force when
facing stronger external veto players, internal divisions, or
proximity to elections. Police, like any political actor,
observe and interpret the incumbent’s relative power and
are likely to respond strategically, with greater compliance
when the incumbent is stronger and higher defiance when
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it is weaker. Third, further research can also relax the
assumption presented here of police as a unitary actor,
examining how potential tensions between lower- and
higher-ranking officers and the force’s cohesion (or lack
thereof) can affect its compliance and use of violence.
Future research might also use this framework to

develop and test various hypotheses involving different
modalities of police violence, whether as an outcome or
explanatory factor. In either case, there is a pressing need
formore data on the evolution of police violence over time,
across national and subnational contexts. Presently,
despite the magnitude of this phenomenon, this informa-
tion is wanting, partly due to governmental incentives to
conceal this data and diverging definitions of police vio-
lence—even of what constitutes lethal encounters—across
contexts. Furthermore, greater disaggregation between
different types of police violence, such as beatings, torture,
repression of social protests, and forced disappearances,
and more detailed information on when, where, and how
these incidents occur, and who is involved, whether as a
perpetrator or victim, is also required. With this data,
scholars could test multiple hypotheses regarding the
social, institutional, and political determinants of police
violence.
Finally, this framework can ignite a discussion on police

as organized actors and on the relation between
police discretion, and administrative and political control.
Police departments are often considered cohesive entities
given the combined influence of hierarchical chains and
solidarity bonds. At the same time, classical police studies
contend that there are multiple types of police officer
personalities in terms of their expectations, motivations,
and behavior (Brown 1981; Muir 1979; Wilson 1968).
How these dissimilar police personas coalesce into a
cohesive collective response that can influence politicians’
behavior demands further inquiry.
Violence is not the only mechanism through which

police respond to or seek to influence politics. Police can
also lobby the government through formal and informal
means, run for elective office (Novaes 2023), emit decla-
rations through their unions—where these exist—and
organize strikes, street protests, and work stoppages to
pressure incumbents or obstruct policy changes (Jauregui
2022). Future studies could also evaluate what makes
police shift from non-violent to violent organizational
responses and the respective effectiveness of those
strategies.
Forthcoming studies of the internal politics of the police

could thus engage with three questions. First, what are the
mechanisms connecting the actions of individual officers
with those of their peers and superiors, and with the
institution as a whole? Second, how and why do police
forces vary in their internal cohesion? And finally, how do
police adjudicate between violent and non-violent strate-
gies to manifest their opposition to the government?

Answering these questions might not just enhance theories
on policing but also serve policymakers and activists
seeking to address the negative political and social effects
of police violence.

Across democracies in Latin America, Asia, Africa, or
the United States, how and to what extent the police apply
force is a crucial yet still under-examined question. The
potential to use violence in the name of the state against its
own citizens is a defining attribute of police forces. How-
ever, police deployment—or withdrawal—of violence
often contravenes the interests and demands of governing
politicians. In other words, sometimes the state’s legiti-
mate monopoly of violence is challenged not by non-state
armed actors but by conflicts within the state itself. This
paper has presented a typology of police’s administration
of violence, either in compliance with or defiance of
political mandates, to nurture this discussion.
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Notes
1 I acknowledge that police can exercise violence

through other means beyond firearms. However, this
is the instrument most specific to police officers and
most likely to result in greater casualties.

2 Examples of these politicians are presidents or prime
ministers, governors, or mayors—depending on the
decentralization of police forces—and their respective
secretaries or ministers of security, justice, the interior,
or defense, depending on where the police fit in the
government structure.

3 My framework also engages with applications of
principal-agent theory to human rights violations (see
DeMeritt 2015; Mitchell 2004).

4 Between 2012 and 2020, the average rate of police
killings ranged between 0.3 per 100,000 in the Federal
District and 6 per 100,000 people in Pará (Fórum
Brasileiro de Segurança Pública 2021).

5 The World Health Organization defines violence as
“the intentional use of physical force or power,
threatened or actual, against oneself, another person,
or against a group or community, that either results in
or has a high likelihood of resulting in injury, death,
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psychological harm, maldevelopment, or deprivation”
(Krug et al. 2002, 5).

6 Police lethal interventions are also the easiest type of
police brutality to quantify. Nonetheless, many
countries do not systematically compile this data and,
where it exists, it is subject to multiple issues of
reliability.

7 In Brazil, for example, off-duty officers were respon-
sible for around 60% of deaths from police interven-
tions between 2012 and 2020 (Fórum Brasileiro de
Segurança Pública 2023).

8 The dominant party at the municipal and state-level,
the PMDB, was a key partner in the Workers’ Party’s
federal governing coalition.

9 Author interview with former Military Police colonel,
Rio de Janeiro, September 19, 2014.

10 Author interview with former Military Police captain,
Rio de Janeiro, September 4, 2014, emphasis added.

11 Between March 27 and June 27, 2022, the police
arrested over 43,000 people, jailing more than 1% of
the country’s population.

12 Author interview with Eduardo De Lazzari, former
Buenos Aires security secretary, July 7, 2012.

13 Author interview with Daniel Cuenca, former
Santa Fe security minister, Rosario, November
20, 2013.

14 Author interview with Leandro Corti, former Santa Fe
Security minister, Santa Fe, November 14, 2013.

15 Resolution 956/2018, approved on November
27, 2018.

16 The most dramatic episode occurred in August 2017,
when Minister Bullrich squarely defended the
National Gendarmerie against accusations that they
had “disappeared” an activist in the southern region of
Patagonia. The activist’s body was found two months
later. The autopsy ruled that no external actors were
involved in his death.

17 This logic might also have applied in the Argentine case
described in the Shirking subsection.Chocobar’s judicial
prosecution might have weighted more on the minds of
other officers than the support he received from Macri
and Bullrich in influencing his peers’ behavior.
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